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Corresponding member prof. Rumiana Radkova,  

Dr. of Historical sciences 

  

Daniela S. Angelova is the sole participant in a competition for the academic position of 

associate professor announced by the IPHS at BAS. She meets all the legal requirements - she 

has successfully defended in 2007 a doctoral thesis on the demographic development of the 

Bulgarian Black Sea coast in the 19th century; she has been a Research Associate since 2008, 

and since 2010 she has been an assistant professor in the Economic and Historical Demography 

Sector. 

In the competition dr. Angelova presented 2 monographs, one of which is her reworked 

and extended doctoral thesis on the Demographic development of the Bulgarian Black Sea Coast 

in 19th century (up to 1878), published by Regalia-6, 2013 and the second one is The Marriage 

on Bulgarian Lands in the 19th century (up to 1878), published by Regalia-6, 2020. 

Part of her monographs is also her contribution in the collective study of Measures for 

Dealing with the Demographic Crisis in the Republic of Bulgaria - vol. VI Measures for 

Overcoming Demographic Problems Existing in Bulgaria during the Period 1879–1989, 

published by BAS, 2018. The sections developed by dr. Angelova are listed in the author’s 

section and cover over 120 pages. 

Together with her monographs, the candidate presented two studies (one in English), 17 

articles and 4 co-authored articles. Some of them (1,2,3,5,6,7,8, etc from the enclosed list of 

publications) continue at a new level her recent research of the demographic processes at the 

Bulgarian Black Sea coast. Of particular value among them are the research papers which 

introduce data from new Ottoman documents such as The Migration Processes in Varna kaza in 

the 1860s in unpublished documents from the Orient Department of the National Library St. St. 

Cyril and Methodius; The Ethnic situation in the villages in the Varna Kaza according to 
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unpublished documents from the Orient Department of the National Library St. St. Cyril and 

Methodius, etc. 

All articles and research papers of dr. Angelova are published in prominent specialised 

journals, such as Population, Bulgarian Historical Review, Proceedings of the Institute of 

Historical Research, etc, and thematic collections such as Ethnic groups and co-habitation in the 

European History, History of the Road. Black Sea between East and West, etc. 

In 2010 dr. Angelova started research in a new, little studied area in the Bulgaria 

historical demography, related the marriage and marital relationships of the population in the 

Bulgarian lands in the 19th century. Most of the remaining publication in the enclosed list are 

dedicated to it and they explore the specificity of the marriage in the Bulgarian Black Sea region 

in the 19th century (No 11), the divorce among the Christian population in the 19th century (No 

13), The Marriage in the Bulgarian lands in the 19th century - crude marriage rate (No 20), etc. 

The articles on marriage and marital relationships in the Blgarian lands during the 

Revival cover major issues from this wider research field and are included and summarised in a 

research paper that dr. Angelova entered in the competition The Marriage in the Bulgarian lands 

in the 19th century (up to 1878) - 173 pages. This is the first systematic attempt in the historical 

demography to study the marriage pattern in the Bulgarian lands in the 19th century and for 

determining its place in the general European marriage patterns at the time.  

The problem with the marital relations is not new. It is the basis of every demographic 

system since it provides the legal frame for the natural desire for reproduction and is always 

topical. Evidence for this is the interest towards this institution in the academic literature abroad. 

The Bulgarian scholars have studied separate aspects of marriage and marital relations, mostly 

from their legal perspective, but so far it has not been presented in a systematic manner in its 

multitude of aspects and causality in social, geographical, ethnographic, demographic, historical, 

etc dimension.  

The desire of dr. Angelova to cover all aspects of marriage and marital relations and 

present the issue in all its interdisciplinary variety is one of the main achievements of her 

monograph. It goes together with her successful presentation of the regulations on marriage and 

the specificity of the marriage in the two main ethno-religious groups inhabiting the Bulgarian 

lands in the 19th century - Christians (Orthodox and Catholics) and Muslims (local, resettled, 

and Roma). There has only been partial research done so far for both groups but it is the first 

time they are presented in full in comparison with an emphasis on the demographics.  

The research is placed within the geographic framework of the present-day territory of 

the Bulgarian state which excludes some of the lands inhabited by Bulgarians during the 
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researched period. This choice made by the author is motivated by the access to source materials 

and bigger possibility for comparison of the same indicators for a specific geographic region. In 

the future, under favourable conditions the author will likely expand the geographical scope of 

the research.  

From a chronological perspective the analysis in the monograph is in the framework of 

the 19th century up to 1878 mainly in the pre-statistical period, according to the historical 

demography and in the time of the real Bulgarian Revival. The historical basis of the processes is 

characterised with serious social, economic, political, demographic, cultural, etc. changes related 

to the transition from Late Middle Ages to the New Times on the Balkan territories of the 

Ottoman Empire which affected the marital relations. 

The specificity of the researched problems determines the structure of the exposition. The 

author has successfully situated the material in two parts. The first part presents the legal basis of 

marriage and the regulation of the marital relations of the population and in the second part, 

through analysis of the main indicators she describes the essence and specific characteristics of 

the marriage pattern in the researched territory. The received results allow the author to search 

for the place of the marriage model which she characterises within the framework of the 

European marriage practice at the background of the specific features of the marriage patterns in 

Europe and the commonly accepted classification.  

The three chapters of the first part present the marriage legal systems which regulate the 

marital relations - the Christian canon, the Muslim legal system and the customary law. In all 

three the author shows the birth and development of the law and regulations of marriage. In the 

Christian canon it copies Roman law, the role of the Ecumenical and Local Councils for their 

development, connection and differences between the ideas of the Western and Eastern Church 

on some aspects of marriage, which affect the marital relations between Orthodox Christians and 

Catholics, etc. The same evolution of marital rules can be observed in the Muslim community 

which are based on inscriptions of the sacred law of the Sharia, their interpretations of the 

different Muslim legal directions and in particular the idea of marriage developed by the school 

of the Hanafi.  

Special attention is given to the role of the customary law which evolves through the 

centuries and has a strong influence on the population. The author tries, though cautiously, to 

answer what the relation between the religious canon and the customary law is, that is, to what 

extent the religious norms and bans influence the spread of the folk traditions related to marriage, 

which of them and why they are accepted and how far some of them bypass the church.  
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In fact the first three chapters in this part present in comparison the ideas of the separate 

legal systems for the essence of marriage. According to the Christian canon this is a moral union 

subject to the religious norms, a sacrament made before God and the Church with a deeply 

sacred nature. According to the Islamic legal norm it is a civil contract that changes the social 

status of the spouses. Under customary law the marriage is a union with strong economic and 

demographic (preserving the family) character. 

These interpretations of the institution determine the legal conditions for entering into 

marriage, the impediments before its legalisation and the overall complex system of 

requirements for repeat marital relations or the dissolution of marriage. Detailed comparisons are 

made between the different ethno-demographic groups in the conclusion and potential 

dissolution of marriage, its material provision, the stages in its preparations (engagement, signing 

of contract), rituals, etc.  

The fourth chaper in this section follows the regulation of the marital relations among the 

population in the Bulgarian lands by the Church (Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople up 

to 1870, the Bulgarian Exarchate and the Roman Church), the Muslim religious authoritis, the 

Ottoman civil authorities, the municipalities, the social opinion, etc.  

In her analysis of the source material dr. Angelova shows how under changing historical 

conditions in the Ottoman Empire in the 19th century the measures for restriction of excess in the 

marriage rituals are strengthened, the sums paid by the candidates for marriage are changed and 

the conditions stimulating the increase in marriages are improved. These measures are present in 

all three legal systems. The author presents the role of the civil authorities in the Ottoman 

Empire for regulation of the legal norms for the marriage which are more categorically seen in 

the second quarter of the century.  

The author has found source material for the analysis of some of the local specificities of 

the marriage traditions in the Bulgarian lands, that are strongly influenced by the customary law 

which she successfully explains with the social environment, continuity, tradition, etc.  

The analysis in the first part is concise and convincingly presents the typical legal norms 

which regulate the marriage in Christian and Muslim communities while at the same time the 

author underlines the common and the specific in their content.  

The second half of the book is the real historical and demographic research which 

presents the essence and the specific characteristics of the marriage pattern in the Bulgarian lands 

in the 19th century. In it the author analyses the main indicators - crude marriage rate, median 

age at first marriage, re-marriages of the population and population without marriage in both 
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enthic and religious groups (Orthodox Christians and Catholics), Muslims (local, resettled, and 

Roma).  

The rich source material is systematized in tables (16) with explanations of the specific 

features of the source materials which affect the results, analysis and comparison is made for 

men and women, for villages and towns, for the separate ethnic and religious groups and the 

common rules and specific characteristics are noted. Explanations of the specificities and the 

aberrations are always given which are most often the result of the social and political situation, 

the social status of the people enteringing into marriage and other objective factors.  

In order to classify the marriage pattern in the Bulgarian lands in the 19th century dr. 

Angelova uses for comparison the condition and characteristics of the marital relations in the 

European countries during this period. She examines from a theoretical perspective the ideas and 

classifications of J. Hajnal, J. Sklar and other authors who study the marital patterns in Europe 

and describe three main types - Westerneuropean, Easterneuropean and Mediterranean.  

Again analysis of the main elements - common crude marriage rate, age of first marriage, 

second marriage and population outside marriage in countries like Russia, Austro-Hungary, 

Sweden, Germany, Italy, Greece, Serbia, etc. from different regions of the Old continent is used 

to show the typical features and specificities of the different types. Based on this the marriage 

pattern in the Bulgarian lands is included in the Mediterranean type with some specificities.  

This part of the study is based on a rich specialised literature in several languages and 

summarises the research of the most prominent European researchers. The data the author 

collected has been systematised in 6 tables.  

The first and second part of the book use a number of research methods. The leading one 

is the historical method which allows to track the dynamics of the processes in their inception, 

development and establishment and study the cause and effect connection between the separate 

elements. The historical genetics, systemic and comparative methods are applied. Dr. Angelova 

also applies common scientific methods of description and measurement of every researched 

structure, analysis and synthesis, induction and deduction. The second part is dominated by 

statistical and demographic methods.   

Everywhere in her research the author follows and explains the contents of the used 

terminology. In case of different interpretations of their essence she explains which one she takes 

as the working one and why. In general the terminology is legal, historical and demographic.  

The author’s work with the source material is impressive. All conclusions are supported 

by different source materials of Ottoman-Turkish origin - nüfus defters (census  registers), sigils 

(qadi registers), Greek Codes of the Metropolitans, Protocol Books of the Bulgarian churches, 
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guilds, municipalities, census data, press, archival documents, etc. Some of them are published 

but the majority, especially the Ottoman-Turkish ones are newly published by dr. Angelova. The 

source data and literature are systematised in tables that meet the modern requirements for this 

type of presentation of the material. 

The  literature on marriage and marital relations of Christian and Muslims and in the 

European states is extensive and varied. It is interdisciplinary including topics from the areas of 

law (civil, canonical, customary), history, demography, ethnography, etc., furthermore in a 

couple of different languages. The bibliography listed in the end shows the desire of the author to 

present as fully as possible the opinion and attitude of the specialists on the separate issues. It can 

be further expanded but I think it is exhaustive enough and it includes the main books on the 

issues.  

My only critical note concerns the conclusion of the book which literally repeats the 

conclusions of the separate chapters and sections.  

The presented research is useful, topical and well grounded from a scientific perspective. 

It summarises the existing research of the author in this area and outlines the direction in her 

future work which will further develop and explore the issue. This book is a major step in the 

research of marriage in the Bulgarian lands in the pre-statistics period and it presents the author 

as an established specialist who raises the Bulgarian historical and demographic studies at a 

European level.  

Dr. Angelove has participated in 5 science projects - in 2 of them in a leading position 

and in the other 3 - as a member of the scientific team. The projects: Measures for Dealing with 

the Demographic Crisis in the Republic of Bulgaria (2017), funded by Council of Ministers, 

Search, cataloging and processing of sources for marriage and marital relations stored in the 

National Library St. St. Cyril and Methodius and the joint project with the Irish National 

University of Galway Gender effects of the policy for prolonging the working life in Bulgaria 

stand out in particular.  

D. Angelova is a well known scientist in academia and has 45 citations in Bulgaria and 

abroad. 

She has participated in different conferences, symposiums, lectures in the country and 

abroad. They are 14 in total, out of which 8 at national level with international participation, 5 

national ones and one international (in Hungary). D. Angelova has taken part in 2 summer 

schools - 1 in Bulgaria and 1 in Romania.  

The analysis of the research and scientific-expert work of dr. Daniela Angelova presents 

her as a young, promising scientist with a good theoretical, linguistic and methodological 
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background. She shows innovation in her work and is focusing on the research of areas that are 

insufficiently studied by the Bulgarian historical demography. At the same time, she follows the 

developments and achievements of the foreign historical demography and tries through her 

publications and participation in scientific projects and forums to make the Bulgarian school of 

historical demography more popular. As a member of the jury in the current competition I 

declare that I will vote YES for granting the academic title of associate professor to asst. prof. dr. 

Daniela Stefanova Angelova. I believe that the other colleagues from the Scientific Jury in the 

announced competition can confidently choose Dr. Angelova for the academic position of 

“Associate Professor”. 

 

June 2020   Corresponding member  R. Radkova 
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